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ASTUTE MECHANICS INSIST ON
EURO+ BRAKE PADS FROM BENDIX

premium manufacturers such as BMW, Mercedes Benz,
Audi and Volkswagen to name a few.

Mechanics agree Euro+ brake pads from Bendix are
the superior brake pad to supply and fit in European
vehicles. Bendix is a long time supplier to the world’s
OE manufacturers and has lead the field of innovation
for many years.

Euro+ brake pads from Bendix is the complete brake
pad kit including all clips, pads, shims, sensors and
more, where contained in OE equivalents so you can be
assured that all components are the exact fit every time.

With this level of heritage, we understand the
technology required to meet the exacting standards of

BLUE TITANIUM STRIPE TECHNOLOGY
The high friction Blue Titanium Stripe on the brake pad
surface is designed to rapidly mate with the rotor when
brakes are first applied. Full braking performance is

With superior performance only available in OE parts,
Euro+ brake pads from Bendix is the only choice for
European vehicles in your workshop.

achieved instantly, eliminating the need for you to bed
in the brakes. Your customers will feel the difference,
and the pads will be bedded-in in just a few stops after
they have left the workshop.

Euro+ brake pads from Bendix is a complete
brake pad kit that meets all the expectations
of mechanics in a premium brand with
expertise and passion.

PROVEN STOPPING
POWER REDUCES
BRAKING DISTANCES
REDUCED BRAKING DISTANCE OVER
OE BRAKE PADS

characteristics that result in consistently safe and quiet
braking and long running performance without fading.

Bendix is the only OE supplier to provide the innovative
technology and quality required to produce Euro+
brake pads. These brake pads incorporate outstanding

As shown below (fig. 1), Euro+ from Bendix delivers
dramatically improved stopping distances over European
OE brake pads & European dustless brake pads.

MEETS STRICT EUROPEAN
REGULATIONS

characteristics of their original equipment counterparts by
no more than 15%.

The ECE Regulation 90 specifies the design, construction,
and performance requirements and test protocols for strict
European regulations. ECE R90 calls for brake pads to
be tested for braking capabilities, speed sensitivity, cold
performance, and may only deviate from the frictional

When you fit Euro+ brake pads they meet ECE
Regulation 90, which means you are fitting quality brake
pads specifically designed for European vehicles and
engineered for optimum performance, braking synergy
and driving comfort.

Figure 1 - STOPPING DISTANCE FROM 100KPH
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EURO+ FROM BENDIX IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO SUIT EUROPEAN VEHICLE MAKES INCLUDING:

LESS DUST FOR
CLEANER,
BRIGHTER RIMS
TESTS PROVE RIMS STAY CLEANER
WITH EURO+ BRAKE PADS FROM BENDIX
In order to obtain objective proof of the relative cleanliness
of a rim, laboratory tests were carried out on a brake test
stand, under consistently clean laboratory conditions, and a
practical road test in traffic with all its incidental side effects.

over a distance of 1,560 km. While the laboratory test, as
carried out under controlled conditions, was conducted
over 2 days.
The tests comprised of a driving profile of braking
movements seen while driving in town, country roads and
highways, in a mix that was as close to real usage.

A standard brake pad was used as the counterpart to Euro+
from Bendix and the aluminium rims were fresh from the
factory. The practical road test, which was carried out under
dry conditions, lasted approximately 1 month and was run

The tests carried out that measured the rim’s level of
blackening using a chromameter, were impressive as they were
objective. Compared to standard brake pads, Euro+ brake
pads from Bendix produced significantly less dust (fig. 2).

ROAD TEST RESULTS

LABORATORY TEST RESULTS
NEW RIM BEFORE
ANY BRAKING

After braking with standard pads.

After braking with Euro+ brake pads from Bendix.

Figure 2 - COMPARISON OF RIM BRIGHTNESS
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With the series of tests carried out with meticulous care and the rim‘s level of blackening
using a chromameter, the outcome is as impressive as it is objective.

CERAMIC COMPOUND
MINIMISES
NOISE & WEAR
ASTUTE MECHANICS SUPPLY AND FIT
THE MOST ADVANCED BRAKE PADS

a shim - absorbing noises generated during braking. As a
result, Euro+ brake pads from Bendix offer optimum comfort.

Euro+ brake pads from Bendix deliver exceptional,
smoother and quieter braking for European vehicles. Made
from of an entirely new material that includes ceramic
compounds and excludes any abrasive metal particles,
producing a virtually dust-free brake pad.

Euro+ brake pads from Bendix minimise noise development
during braking so well that they have been established as
the quietest pad on the market from the tests in line with
SAE J2521.

Euro+ brake pad technology includes engineered chamfers
and slots together with a back plate that is protected by

AFTER BRAKING WITH
EURO+ BRAKE PADS

As shown below (fig. 3), extensive laboratory and practical
tests revealed a significant reduction in the wear of the pad
and brake disc.

Euro+ brake pads from Bendix contain no metallic fibres and are
almost dust-free to keep vehicle wheels looking their best.

Disc wear (mm) - lower is optimal

Figure 3 - COMPARISON OF DISC WEAR
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MEETS STRICT EUROPEAN REGULATIONS
The ECE Regulation 90 specifies the design, construction, performance requirements and test protocols for strict European
regulations. ECE R90 calls for brake pads to be tested for braking capabilities, speed sensitivity, cold performance, and may
only deviate from the frictional characteristics of their original equipment counterparts by no more than 15%.
When you fit Euro+ brake pads from Bendix, you’re fitting the highest quality brake pads engineered for optimum
performance, braking synergy and driving comfort. Euro+ brake pads from Bendix are specifically designed for
European vehicles that meet ECE Regulation 90.
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